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House built using robotic and digital technologies claimed
to be ‘world’s first’
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House built using robots and 3D printing technologies claimed to be a first

ETH university in Zurich, in partnership with industrial companies, has built what is

claimed to be “the world’s first” inhabited house to be digitally planned and digitally

built with the help of robots and 3D printers. (See video below.)

Called the “DFAB House” (main picture), the construction is part of a project that involves

the Empa materials science and technology project and Eawag, an aquatic research

company.

Empa and Eawag have established a project called Next Evolution in Sustainable Building

Technologies, or NEST, which is refers to a building (pictured below) that is described as “the

world’s first modular research and innovation building aimed at accelerating the innovation

process in the construction sector”.

It is on top this NEST building that the DFAB house has been built.

The NEST building of Empa and Eawag; another perspective below
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The architectural concept of NEST was designed by Gramazio Kohler Architects, Zurich.

The central feature of the DFAB house is the curved wall (pictured below), something that

was digitally designed on a computer and had its concrete applied by a large, industrial

robotic arm, or “fabricator” as it’s called by the people responsible for the construction.

Interior view of the curved wall produced using a robot, or “fabricator”
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The curved wall, like the rest of the house, was digitally designed and built

The robotic arm – an ABB machine – that applied the concrete on the mesh to create the curved wall
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The “Smart Slab”, used as the roof, is claimed to be the first concrete slab fabricated with a 3D-printed formwork

Matthias Kohler, ETH professor of architecture and digital fabrication, says: “The

architectural potential of digital fabrication technologies is immense.

“Unfortunately, these technologies are still scarcely used on construction sites.

“With the DFAB House, we are able to test new technologies hand in hand with industry and

thus accelerate the transfer from research to practice.”

Gian-Luca Bona, CEO of Empa CEO, says: “In implementing a construction project like DFAB

House, traditional construction methods meet new concepts of the digital world.

“The path from the digital drawing board to an actual building has challenged both scientists

and experts from industry.

“Through a constructive dialog, something truly visionary can now be put into practice;

hopefully it will soon be used broadly in the construction industry.”
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https://youtu.be/NNYxSo6h_vo
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